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PREFACE

I am delighted to have been given the privilege to write the Preface to
this booklet. Corruption exists in every society, but the nature, patterns
and impacts vary from one society to another. In Nigeria, corruption is
the greatest obstacle to the growth and development of the country. It is
so because corruption has been allowed to grow and undermine
virtually all processes of development. Whilst corruption is not unique
to Nigeria, its impacts present daunting challenges for social order,
political stability, and economic progress. Nevertheless, the menace
can be curtailed; and one soft approach in addressing the problem is the
initiative of this booklet.
The booklet seeks to identify Models of Integrity – in other words,
islands of integrity or unsung heroes and heroines, who have
contributed but silently or unrecognized to character moulding,
integrity development and the prevention of corruption through their
chosen vocations. Integrity is the antidote to corruption, and it is an
important element of corruption prevention. But integrity is earned not
bought.
There are two commonest elements in the Models of Integrity
identified in this booklet: they acquired restrain from corruption
through a good and guided parental upbringing; and through moral
suasion. In other words, the important message in this booklet is that
the family and religious organizations are the two important
institutions for good character moulding and corruption prevention. I
would only add that to fully understand corruption as a rational choice
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activity and the many ways it manifests and affects society, we
must look beyond the family and religion to the socio-economic
environment in which human activities are characterized. From
this perspective, there are many causes and sources of corruption
in Nigeria that need to be addressed as a panacea to the problem.
This booklet, together with a complimentary Video
Documentary, to be published in series, would provide useful
information to the public on character moulding personified in
certain models.
I therefore commend Lux Terra Leadership Foundation and,
in particular, Rev. Fr. George Ehusani, for exemplary leadership,
moral dedication, and commitment to the fight against
corruption in Nigeria. I sincerely recommend this booklet to the
public most especially the youth who aspire to live a moral and
peaceful life and who are committed to the fight against
corruption in Nigeria and wherever it exists.

Abdullahi Y Shehu, Ph.D, OON, FCIN
Professor of Criminology and former Director General of the ECOWAS
Inter-Governmental Action Group against Money Laundering in West
Africa (GIABA).
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FOREWORD

This monograph on “Models of Integrity” is a timely and welcome
“interruption” to the noisy din of corruption and decline of ethical
values resounding across the land from North to South and East to
West. In his address at the National Summit on Diminishing
Corruption in the Public Sector and Presentation of Integrity Awards
organized by the Office of the Secretary to the Government of the
Federation and the Independent Corrupt Practices and Other Related
Offences Commission in November, 2019, President Buhari noted
the decline in national values of loyalty, honesty, trust, and integrity
that was once cherished in Nigeria, and enjoined Nigerians to reclaim
our traditional values of honesty, integrity and hard work. Mr.
President used the occasion to present integrity awards to two
outstanding Nigerians and to signal that the nation is not insensitive to
those who cherish these values.
It is worthy to celebrate Nigerians who continue to do the right
thing consistently when no one is looking despite the dark forces of
corruption that threaten to supplant the shining light of honesty,
integrity, trustworthiness, and refusal to be compromised by the
temptation of materialism.
This booklet is a positive note in the inexorable divine rhythm of
what really matters; integrity, truth, selfless service and honest
devotion to God unaffected by the din and attraction to join the
multitude to do evil. The introduction to the pamphlet is instructive –
it says that the booklet sets out to identify and celebrate “figures from
across Nigeria, whose individual lives are a beacon of light and a
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source of hope that Nigeria will eventually be liberated from the
shackles of corruption.” Celebration of integrity and alignment
with the testimonies of those who have experience of the
positive virtues of those included in this “Hall of Fame” are an
illuminating force and guidance for Nigerian youths and a tacit
rebuke to the corrupt elements in society who need to be
reminded that the vanity of ill-gotten wealth is poison to their
souls.
I commend this initiative and worthy endeavour and
congratulate those whose character has been quietly speaking
for them over the years and are by this booklet recognized for
posterity. The ICPC will continue to join forces with wellmeaning Nigerians and non-state actors in the education of
Nigerians against the menace of corruption and the vital need to
keep sharing the message that corruption debases but integrity
lifts up.

Prof. Bolaji Owasanoye
Professor of Law and Chairman, Independent Corrupt
Practices and Other Related Offences Commission.
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INTRODUCTION

Corruption has for so long been a social pandemic polluting the fabric
of Nigeria, a nation that has acquired, or perhaps unwittingly
procured, the unholy reputation of being one of the most corrupt
nations of the world. So ingrained, corruption has become a
euphemism for 'a way of life,' without which, it is said, the nation will
implode.
To sustain its wholesome corporate existence, every society
jealously guards and diligently disseminates and promotes the core
values that are meant to guide its members' conduct. Where a nation
fails in carefully defining and conscientiously inculcating these core
values, it loses its soul as it were, and such society eventually slides
into inevitable dysfunction. Ours unfortunately is a society that
appears to have grown progressively in corruption and declined
abysmally in integrity since we gained political independence in
1960.
The embarrassment of failed leadership, of ineffectual and
redundant institutions of state, of widespread impunity and the neartotal lack of sanctions especially for high-level roguery and
brigandage, the lip service many pay to religiosity, and the idolatry of
materialism, have cumulatively ensured the endurance and
flourishing of corruption in our society. Side by side with this
obnoxious narrative is the nostalgic reminiscing of the good old days
when a newspaper vendor would leave a pile of papers at the
newsstand unattended and return to find both money and unsold
papers intact!
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It is therefore gratifying to know that there are many men and
women out there who remain committed to the life of integrity,
struggling daily to live out their lives with the highest principles
of personal and social morality, even in an environment where
corrupt practices have become for the majority of people a way of
life; an environment in which the consistent living out of a life of
integrity will entail enormous sacrifices, if not outright
persecution.
Models of Integrity (Volume 2) is the second in a series of
short publications, designed to feature outstanding figures from
across Nigeria, whose individual lives are a beacon of light and a
source of hope that Nigeria will eventually be liberated from the
shackles of corruption. It is a purposive sampling of those we
consider should be a significant proportion of the citizenry,
whose lives should define the 'social DNA' of the nation. Here we
have an assemblage of persons, ordinarily out of the limelight,
whose lives we showcase as iconic and heroic. These people in
their 40s through their 70s have witnessed decades in the social
morality of Nigeria. They hardly attract public attention, but in
their diverse callings and engagements, they command
admiration as men and women of positive influence.
Of the men and women of integrity in Nigeria (twelve of
whom are celebrated as models in this booklet), a number have
functioned prominently in the educational institutions, a key
sector in character moulding. Indeed, we have in our society
educators who have faced serious challenges from students,
parents, and colleagues in their resolve to operate by, and to help
inculcate in the students, strict moral and ethical principles.
Some of these educators have suffered reverses on account of
holding on to their personal integrity. There are professionals
who will rather lose patronage and entitlements than
compromise standards. There are industrialists whose hard work
and clean image are the bedrock of their success. There are
corporate executives, who, living organized lives of integrity,
have often witnessed the disconnect between good leadership
aspiration and crooked politics. There are legal professionals
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who, fired by passion for the common good, constantly offer pro
bono service to distressed and helpless victims of injustice and
abuse. There are career public servants who will rather pay the price
for their honesty than aid and abet the forgery and impropriety that
are commonplace in that sector. There are shining examples of poor
but honest and diligent labourers, clerks, messengers and cleaners,
who habitually return forgotten valuable sums of money, not for any
material reward, but to enjoy the much cherished peace of mind that
a clean conscience offers, even as some of these unsung heroes and
heroines are castigated by the uninitiated and the gullible, for being
so 'stupid.'
As we examine the lives of these personalities whom we have
identified as models of integrity, two key elements stand out
prominently (among several others) in the task of cultivating the
values and habits that result in lives of integrity in our society. The
first is good parentage and disciplined upbringing. It is very early (in
the formative years of a child's life) that the values and principles
that would make for humble, honest, hardworking, diligent,
contented and courageous adult existence are nurtured and
cultivated. The role of good parenting can therefore not be
overemphasized. Proverbs 22:6 says, “Instruct a child in the way he
should go, and when he grows old, he will not depart from it.”
The second element that kept coming up for mention in our
interaction with each one of these models of integrity is their
spirituality and religious practice – their relationship with the
Supreme Being. This includes belief in God, fear of God, fidelity to
the moral injunctions of the Christian and Islamic religions, as well
as the desire to inherit the promised eternal life that is immeasurably
more beautiful than anything available in this world. These are a
major motivation for good conduct among our Christian and
Muslim models of integrity. Christians recall that Jesus says
rhetorically in the Gospel of Mark (8:6): “What does it profit a man
if he gains the whole world and loses his soul?” And Muslims are
familiar with the following injunction contained in the Qur'an:
“O You who have attained to faith! Be ever steadfast in upholding
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equity, bearing witness to the truth for the sake of God, even
though it be against your own selves or your parents and kinsfolk.
Whether the person concerned be rich or poor, God's claim takes
precedence over [the claims of] either of them. Do not, then,
follow your own desires, lest you swerve from justice: for if you
distort [the truth], behold, God is indeed aware of all that you
do!” (Qur'an 4:135).
Lux Terra Leadership Foundation is celebrating with this
booklet another twelve of our Models of Integrity, as part of a
larger project on the use of religious institutions, networks, and
resources to fight corruption and promote integrity in Nigeria.
We have been executing this project with the kind support of the
MacArthur Foundation. And around some of the units of the
project, we have been in active partnership with the Islamic
Education Trust. We celebrate these personalities – these models
of integrity – in order to demonstrate the fact that all is not lost for
our nation, and especially for all who are genuinely desirous of a
new Nigeria, one that is free from the obnoxious reputation for
corruption.
The booklet is meant for wide distribution, especially among
young people in and out of our educational institutions, who are
desperately looking out for models and exemplars of the life of
integrity to inspire them in their quest to build a better society. It
should also be widely distributed among Christian and Muslim
religious organisations and their networks across the country.
The models herein celebrated will serve to remind Nigerian
Christians and Muslims that beyond the widespread noisy
enterprise in our society, authentic religiosity is demonstrated in
a life of love and compassion, truth and honesty, discipline and
sacrifice. And that those who engage in any corrupt practices
while claiming to be religious are only paying lip service to their
professed religion.
Above all, this pamphlet and others that will follow in the
series, as well as the Video Documentary that we have produced
(with the same title, NIGERIA: Models of Integrity), are meant to
inspire hope in, and boost the courage of, the “remnant few” in
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Nigeria and elsewhere, who, in an environment of widespread
debauchery, have refused to join the bandwagon, but instead have
remained faithful to their religious commitments and to those higher
values that make for wholesome existence in individuals and lasting
peace and concord in human societies. It is therefore my privilege to
be able to present this booklet to the general public, with gratitude to
the MacArthur Foundation, by whose financial support Lux Terra
Leadership Foundation is able to distribute it free of charge.
By

Rev. Fr. George Ehusani
Executive Director, Lux Terra Leadership Foundation
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HAMZAT LAWAL
Civil Society Organisation Practitioner
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HAMZAT LAWAL

Hamzat Lawal is at 34 one of Nigeria's truly young but
profoundly successful prosecutors of an anti-corruption agenda.
He is the Executive Director of Connected Development,
CODE, a non-governmental outfit that pursues transparency in
processes and procurement in the public and private sectors. The
code name for one of his organisation's engagements is 'Follow
the Money' and literally speaking, Lawal has in many instances
'followed the money' to unravel many cases of greed and graft by
unscrupulous officials. At his head office in the Central Area of
the Nigerian capital, Abuja, Hamzat Lawal leads a group of
largely young 'hounds' on how to hold individuals accountable
to the dictates of decent financial behaviour. Lawal is grateful
that what he has become today has largely been influenced by
the religious instruction he got as a boy.
He recalls that he grew up in Abuja and started his academic
pursuits at a Christian school. Hamzat's father taught him and his
siblings the benefits of honesty and contentment with what one
has quite early in life. He mentions a particular instance when his
father ordered a brother of his (Hamzat's) to return a toy he was
given by another child at school. Islam abhors social maladies
and Lawal remains a true adherent to that creed. But that's rather
summarizing Hamzat's journey to a life of integrity too early in

Hamzat Lawal
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this write-up. The man Hamzat actually owes a lot of what he
is now to what he was made to inculcate as a boy. He was the
Head of the Boys Scout in primary school and the Utility
Prefect in secondary school; a position only second to that of
the Head Boy or the Head Girl.
All this is to show that Hamzat got introduced to
leadership positions quite early in his development.
Hamzat says while in school, he spoke against injustice and
contributed a lot to debates of social issues.
We should quickly add here that his stance against injustice
while in school, could not be divorced from the Islamic
injunctions he received as a child. The typical Model of
Integrity usually has as building blocks, the clear messages of
spirituality delivered to potential candidates for godly
assignments.
Hamzat's path through life got the grace of such
circumstance. We said earlier that when Hamzat's brother
brought home a toy he got from a playmate in school, their
father asked for it to be returned, stressing the importance of
contentment in life; one of the core teachings of the Islamic
education that shaped Hamzat's world view.
Hamzat warns that every human being has that element of
greed in them and that not being able to tame it usually leads to
ego problems. Doing what is wrong to service one's ego or
greed is something Hamzat totally abhors. 'Anyone can make
money' he says; 'but not everyone can be a Nelson Mandela',
he quickly adds. His reasoning is that when a man dies, his
money is of no use to him, but that a good name outlives the
individual. On the question of religion or faith, Hamzat says
that the spiritual life he has cultivated has taught him that what
makes a man a Christian or Moslem is the home they were
born into and that discrimination on the basis of creed results
from the individual's level of awareness. He argues that
12 NIGERIA: Models of Integrity

evangelism is best served by an assessment by others of how
you live your life. If you live an honourable life, people are
likely to take seriously, the faith or creed that has made you so.
Hamzat says before anyone can serve God, they must know
God first. But whatever the argument is, to Mr lawal, most of
the acts of integrity a man displays usually go back to how they
were raised from a spiritual point of view.
He is however quick to add that religion should not define
humanity since he had learnt long ago from the Koran that God
does not discriminate between individuals but rather, spreads
His love equally among His creation.
On a concluding note Hamzat said money does not make
people happy. He based his argument on the several times he
had represented Nigeria on international forums noting that on
some of those occasions, he met heads of state who in spite of
their comfortable financial lives still haboured other fears.
He expressed gratitude to Allah that he was raised to pursue the
concrete things about life which are the virtues of honesty and
integrity, away from material possessions. Life goes on for
Hamzat Lawal as he looks for further opportunity to fight
greed and graft!

Hamzat Lawal
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SIM SAMBO-DAJU
Banker / IT Specialist
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SIM SAMBO-DAJU

The IT department of Union Bank is lucky to have a banker
for whom noble behaviour is an obligation. Mrs. Sim SamboDaju cuts the profile of a simple everyday person but the IT
Specialist is chiefly the reason work is seamless and reasonably
happy for her subordinates. She has a verse of the Bible for
each of her three children in the hope that she could at an early
age, sow a measure of God consciousness in them, the way she
inculcated a good religious upbringing as a child. The idea is to
have them grow up appreciating the works of divinity but more
importantly, accepting that a life founded on Christian beliefs
is a life lived for self fulfilment and the general good of society.
Mrs Sambo-Daju says much of her happiness today derives
from the early injunctions which she took from Christian
teaching and advises others not to ever play down the impact of
religion on one's later life.
When she was posted to Abuja, Mrs Sambo-Daju said her
friends were practically beside themselves with the
impression that the woman was about to become her own boss
and actually run the office the way she liked. She quickly
reminded them that she worked for God and not herself; a
situation which would not provide a platform for any ego trip.
In her words, 'Wherever I am, I am going to be very
accountable and I will make sure I do the right thing'. Apart
Sim Sambo-Daju
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from her personal creed of making herself accountable to God,
Sim Sambo-Daju further says that she has trained her team
members to be people of integrity whose 'No' will be 'No' and
their 'Yes' nothing outside of a sincere affirmation.
No wonder then that a trip to interview her revealed a
collection of staff who happily welcomed their supervisor in
spite of not getting prior notice of her entry with a production
crew.
In Sim Sambo-Daju's line of work, vendors are a regular
feature and in the process of employing their services, Mrs
Sambo-Daju faces the temptation of being offered money to ease
the way for a prospective vendor. She would always reply that
giving good services to the bank was of more gainful relevance
than offering her perks which apart from being illegitimate
would not advance the cause of honest supervision of the service
being rendered. As far as Mrs Sambo-Daju is concerned, what
her IT-intensive drive is built around is that solution that would
enhance the bank's information and software standing and not the
desire of potential vendors to grease her palm.
She recalled a trip for training abroad undertaken by some of
the bank's IT staff and narrated how she went out of her way to
insist that all the participants get fair treatment in terms of the
perks that were attached to that programme. Mrs Sambo-Daju
recognizes that not everyone shows solidarity with her humane
attitude towards others but knowing full well that a life of
insistence on proper conduct isn't likely to sit well with some
people, she accepts that life sometimes isn't a popularity contest
and that what needs to be done should always be done.
For a woman who has devoted portions of the Bible to each of
her three children, it is obvious that Mrs Sambo-Daju is happy
about what early religious instruction has done to her character.
She simply wants her children to benefit from the mode of
training that has made her the woman of integrity she is today.
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GODSTIME JAMES
Space Scientist
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GODSTIME JAMES

Space scientist and Deputy Director in the Nigerian
National Space Research and Development Agency, Dr
Godstime James is simply a national asset. His academic
pursuits took him from Yaba College of Technology, Lagos
through quite a number of other institutions and ended with his
time at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government. He
probably needed such a string of qualifications for the highly
valuable role he plays at the Nigerian space agency. If the life
story of this extra-terrestrial thinker were written, it would be a
bestseller! Yet this humble scientist goes about his life with
unobtrusive diligence and simplicity. He is proud of parents
who quite early in life gave the boy Godstime a good dose of
faith and guiding principles for the godly life.
An interesting part of Dr Godstime James's life is the fact
that circumstance introduced him to both the Christian and
Islamic upbringing when he was a boy. 'Nourished' by morals
he received from the two faiths, he developed a robust stance
against social vices. Dr James says his faith as a Christian has
inspired him to see the work he does beyond a salary paying
chore to a calling from God to whom he owes an account of his
stewardship after life on earth.
His father introduced him to the catholic church way back
in 1979 but at some point he was caught between Islam and
Godstime James
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Christianity, when he stayed with his aunt, a Christian who
was married to the Okpella monarch, who was himself a
Moslem. Four-year-old Godstime ended up going to the
mosque on Friday with the king's son and attending church
service on Sunday with his aunt. He had unforgettable
lessons in moral discipline and integrity from the auntie's
husband during that outing.
Dr James recalls that at difficult times, his parents would
always remind him that since his name was Godstime, he
should learn to wait with patience for when the hand of God
would show in whatever he wanted or was pursuing! He
expresses regret over what he calls worrying threats to the
practice of true religion. Men, he says have moved from
heaven-bound activities to a life that extols earthly
existence. Integrity suffers in the process! To quote him, “If
we begin to shift our focus from this earthly dwelling to the
fact that whatever I do here, someday I will have to give
account, perhaps that will begin to refocus our attention on
the afterlife.”
He considers it sad that one could no longer leave one's
wares outside as in the olden days and later return to meet,
very much intact, monies deposited by those who took the
wares. Dr James sees it all as a product of rising decadence in
society and a demonstration of the absence of integrity. He is
saddened by the prevalence today of an attitude which he
referred to as 'Me, myself and I' and advises against the
seeming recourse to one's interests only and not living for
others.
Taking a direct quote from the space scientist, 'No matter
how long you live, someday, one day, we will all die and after
death, we will have to give account of how we have lived
here. And so, if we have that at the back of our mind, then
whatever happens to us while we try to live a life of integrity,
20 NIGERIA: Models of Integrity

will not matter. It will just be secondary because we know that
our focus is not on this world alone'.
Two employees of the National Space Research and
Development Agency, Earnest Akomo and Musa Mahmoud
talked about the qualities of Godstime James. They gave a
portrayal that should please anyone that wishes this space
scientist well.
Godstime is a man of faith and easy carriage and shows good
evidence that he has been named appropriately. If he ever forgot
the teachings he received on patience, his name is always there
to act as a constant reminder that life is essentially one day at a
time. Godstime James is happy to act and live within the dictates
of God's time!

Godstime James
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AZIZATU SANI
Broadcaster
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AZIZATU SANI

In the bowels of Radio House, Garki, Abuja lie offices,
studios and meeting halls of staff and management of the
Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria, FRCN. One of the
members of staff there is Azizatu Sani, producer of the radio
series, 'Street Children'. Azizatu's attachment to the
programme goes beyond justification for her monthly pay. She
sees compassion and accommodation for others in a
programme that gives her a good avenue to practise what the
Islamic teachings she received from youth have taught her.
Azizatu says that the interesting part is that she started off
learning the virtues of life from the church due to the schools
she attended. On the core subject of corruption, Azizatu warns
that anyone who deviates from the teachings of their religion
must be prepared to pay the price. Corruption to her, not only
kills the morals of goodness; it subverts the individual in the
process. On the job, there is a constant temptation among
members of a production crew where one individual is pushed
by greed to pocket monies given out to the entire group to
offset inconveniences in the course of their work. Azizatu
found herself in one of such situations but was able to resist the
temptation to cheat others due to the early Islamic injunctions
she received.

Azizatu Sani
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She said that she was actually called to receive money on
one occasion because hers was the face known by the group
that was offering support to the production crew. But Azizatu
did not feel as entitled to the money as those who planned the
interview should be, in her opinion. She went in and received
the money but ensured that those who actually arranged and
executed the interview and whose inconveniences were
being offset did not get shortchanged .
An individual like Azizatu might be scoffed at by those
who live by the belief that if you can't beat them, the best
thing to do is to join them, but virtue would always reward
itself while the truth would come out eventually. She has
indeed found a good platform to exercise her
accommodation and tolerance for other persons in the world,
particularly children. Azizatu's treatise on the need for a
good character is relevant since she lives in a society that is
challenged in terms of morals. She reminds anyone who
wants to live decently and shore up their integrity that it is not
an easy journey, particularly in the face of declining religious
and social values. But she also says that with proper
religious upbringing, resolving quite early in life the path to
walk truly helps.
To quote her, 'Because of my religious background, I was
able to understand at that young age what was right and what
was wrong'. She actually adds that the same upbringing
helped her resolve the question of who she was and what she
wanted from life quite early.
Azizatu easily passes as one of the youngest among
nominees for this edition of Models of Integrity, but from her
responses one can only recognize the efficacy of the early
Islamic teachings which according to her are at the basis of
how she lives her life in the present. A colleague of hers,
Ibrahim Shuaibu portrayed Azizatu as a woman of honesty
24 NIGERIA: Models of Integrity

and straightforwardness. He warns that anyone who is bent
on bending the rules and subverting the truth will simply not
make a good impact on Azizatu. The producer of 'Street
Children' is happy that she was brought up in the strict
teachings of Islam. She is reaping the rewards now.

Azizatu Sani
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AHMED IBRAHIM SHEKARAU
Media Executive
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AHMED IBRAHIM SHEKARAU

The General Manager, Business and Strategy of the
Nigerian Daily Trust Publication, Ahmed Ibrahim Shekarau
recalls he was raised as a young Muslim boy in a community
largely surrounded by Christian neighbours. One of the
persons who spoke about his character, Tolani Adeniran says
when she started working for the man, he called her aside and
said to her that the day she showed any form of corruption in
the office, legal action would directly be taken against her.
Such is the degree of abhorrence which Shekarau
demonstrates towards vice. He had worked with the Abuja
Electricity Distribution Company, AEDC before joining the
Daily Trust. To Shekarau, the Prophet Mohammed long
admonished that the greatest asset a man can have is selfcontentment and is very happy that the Islamic morals he got as
a boy have come to play a big part in his resolve to live a decent
life.
Abuja Electricity Distribution Company, AEDC staffer,
Rotimi Omisore couldn't have engaged a more superlative
mood in talking about Mr Shekarau. They were together at
AEDC and in spite of the many years of separation, Rotimi still
has fond memories of Shekarau whom he still calls boss. Such
is the life of this model of integrity whose character stands out
in many senses of the word. Ahmed Ibrahim Shekarau sits in a
Ahmed Ibrahim Shekarau
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cozy office in Daily Trust's Abuja office, oozing simplicity
and straightforwardness; traits that are threatened in present
day living. He grew up among his Hausa kinsmen and
harbours fond memories of his father's role in his early
introduction to Islamic education. He says the man lived a
life befitting a devout Moslem and that the path of
righteousness his father introduced him to as an infant,
simply put a label on the relevance of Islamiya education.
One of the virtues from that path of learning is a life of
honour that shuns corruption and all other vices that are
inimical to society's growth. Shekarau says the decadence
plaguing the world is not a virtue and calls for strict
adherence to religious admonitions against corruption.
Shekarau has a very strong belief in fairness and an
unyielding recourse to strictness if that is the avenue towards
getting things done the proper way. Knowing the Daily Trust
top executive just pushes you towards doing things right.
Shekarau looks so simple in regular deportment. On the
corridors of the Daily Trust office he could pass for an officer
on routine inspection since there are no airs about him. But
that near child-like composure transforms into sternness if
he considers that some individual has shown an act of
corruption.
Shekarau actually recalls an instance when his aversion
to corruption was tested by a very pathetic circumstance. It
came in the shape of his needing about one hundred and
thirty-eight thousand naira to enroll his relative in school; an
amount he couldn't muster. Within that same period, he was
offered half a million Naira to disclose the source of a story
that exposed corruption perpetrated by a particular company.
Shekarau turned it down.
As fate would have it, the man who turned down an
unholy offer of half a million Naira when he was in dire need
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of a little above one hundred and thirty-eight thousand Naira for
his relative's enrolment in a private school, eventually got
introduced to a school principal who admitted his little sister on
far more affordable terms.
The likes of Ahmed Ibrahim Shekarau are not in the game of
numbers when a headcount of friends is conducted. An
employee of the Abuja Electricity Distribution Company,
Rotimi Omisore hailed Ahmed Shekarau as fantastic and honest
to a fault. Shekarau cuts a cheerful image on the corridors of the
Daily Trust Newspaper in Abuja and as the publication makes all
effort to adhere to credible journalism, its staff know that one of
those they can count on for continuing believability is Ahmed
Ibrahim Shekarau.

Ahmed Ibrahim Shekarau
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JOSEPHINE OGAZI-EGWUONWU

Dr Josephine Ogazi-Egwuonwu took a degree in
agronomy but if experts in soil management and crop
production are missing her, beneficiaries from one of Nigeria's
foremost non-governmental organisations are practically
jubilating that Dr Ogazi-Egwuonwu decided to go into
philanthropy. The CEO of the Nigerian NGO, Widows and
Orphans Empowerment Organization, WEWE, says after the
civil war, she left for Britain, where as a little girl, she learnt
about the 'Honesty Policy' by which the individual was trained
up to tell the truth whatever the penalties were. But as much as
she cherishes this rich upbringing, Dr. Ogazi-Egwuonwu
attributes her anti-corruption stance to the early Christian
upbringing she received. She heads a women's group in her
church and champions calls for rectitude by persons who have
accepted God as their pathfinder in life.
As Dr Ogazi-Egwuonwu recounts how one of Nigeria's
foremost non-governmental organisations started out in the
quest to bring relief to some of the most vulnerable groups in
society, one feels a strong sense of the saying that little drops of
water make the mighty ocean. Ogazi-Egwuonwu is a woman
living between heavens-inspired kindness and philanthropy
that is traceable to her solid Christian upbringing. At any of her
regular meetings with widows in her church, her academic
Josephine Ogazi-Egwuonwu
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laurels seem to get in the background as the NGO leader
practically transforms into one of the regular community
women living a simple life in a simple neighbourhood. Her
father, late Dr Paul Okoroafor Ogazi, from Okigwe in Nigeria's
Southeast region, working with his wife, raised a young
woman who didn't mind being called a tomboy.
Any time her background is revisited, the tomboy turned a
great NGO leader might find it all a hilarious recall, but on a
note of modesty, her organization, WEWE has attracted an
income of eleven million United States dollars between 2009
and 2019, making it one of the most-funded non-governmental
organisations in the country.
At her church, some women jubilate over the activities of a
woman who has brought succour into their lives as widows.
But Dr Ogazi Egwuonwu's philanthropy did not start from
NGO funding. The woman was told by her father that she
would lead women sometime in her life; a calling she
eventually commenced from a humble circumstance.
Interestingly, Dr Ogazi-Egwuonwu started her succour-to-theneedy enterprise in a manner that she later found to be not
altogether upright.
In the early days of her philanthropy, she would request for
as much money as she could obtain for her trips via the most
expensive means for example. She would then go by the
cheapest means and utilise the savings for her philanthropic
work in support of vulnerable persons in society. She soon
discovered however through a vivid spiritual experience that –
as indeed is a core Christian teaching, one cannot pursue good
ends such as philanthropy via unethical means. She has thus
carried on her NGO activities ever since then with this strict
moral principle.
Some individuals work well sometimes when morality
imposes circumstantial goodness on them. But for Josephine
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Ogazi-Egwuonwu, as a child, there was fertile ground to grow
up on. Good parentage facilitated a good upbringing and a good
dose of God in early life, went a long way in pointing where her
life should be headed.
As beneficiaries from Dr. Ogazi Egwuonwu's efforts sing
and dance in gratitude to God for giving them one who cares, a
short list of her rather massive NGO activities will reveal that
WEWE has supported and empowered sixty-four thousand and
sixty-four widows and intervened in two thousand, eight
hundred and eighty-five cases of gender-based violence.
That's besides its efforts to lift orphans from misery imposed
by harsh realities of life. Dr. Ogazi-Egwuonwu advises
uprightness noting that when she stopped relying on her own
effort in raising money for widows and left the assignment to
God, things started getting profoundly better. According to her,
it is better to trust God and do what is right to achieve one's goal.
That way, integrity is assured in the course of working for the
good of others. The trail of succour to the needy continues for
this unrelenting care provider. It's a demanding job but Dr.
Ogazi-Egwuonwu found out long ago that her faith-inspired
assignment and creed of goodness were never ever going to be
an easy trip.
Beneficiaries from her WEWE project wish her well.

Josephine Ogazi-Egwuonwu
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Civil Engineer
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IGBUAN OKAISABOR

Igbuan Okaisabor is an Engineer and Chief Executive
Officer of the Lagos-based Construction Kaiser Limited. His
company is one of the top fliers in modern construction and
projects that make the building firm stand out.
Mr Okaisabor could have grown up to be anybody; that's
from a theoretical point of view. The boy Igbuan, however had
parents who had purpose for him. They raised a child that
feared God. Igbuan Okaisabor attended nursery and primary
school at Emotan, Benin City. He had secondary school
training at Federal Government College, Warri. He would later
take a degree from the University of Benin, Benin City,
Nigeria. His gentle mien breaks into eagerness any time he
recalls the sound moral upbringing his parents gave him.
Okaisabor is in the business of raising young builders of
excellence whom he makes a point of telling that they can grow
through a well-planned life that shuns vice. He had a father
who demonstrated in a spectacularly bold manner, the
discipline and abhorrence for corruption which the
Construction Kaiser CEO took into his adult life.
He says, 'I grew up in a home learning that religion was
about the relationship with your creator and your relationship
with your fellow man'. He adds that there is no way you can
claim love of God when you don't love your neighbour.
Igbuan Okaisabor
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Religion for him is not about reading the Bible and sitting in
the front pew in church. According to him, something is wrong
with the creed you profess as a Christian if you are not
Christlike. Igbuan was brought up to learn that it is good to be
nice to one's fellow man and that it is a privilege to be kind to
the other man. But the gentle disposition towards others
doesn't in any way suggest that Igbuan would close his eyes to
any act of corruption; not when he remembers the huge
example his father demonstrated when Igbuan was a child.
He recalls that his father, the first General Manager of the
defunct Midwestern State Water Board, earned himself the
nickname 'Jesus of Bendel' on account of his well-known
stance against corruption. Igbuan says his father once objected
to instructions to sink boreholes in the state governor's farm
without the mandatory backup budgetary provision. Told to
get the job done regardless, the water engineer stood his
ground and wound not do the governor's bidding! He was
consequently removed from field engagements and deployed
on administrative duties, but the man was unrepentant. That
was how dedicated to propriety the elder Okaisabor was, and
what stamped a lifelong impression on Igbuan. One other
incident of lasting impression on Igbuan was the outright
rejection of gifts by his father whose sister had collected them
on his behalf from a would-be contractor. The elder Okaisabor
saw the offer as a ploy to compromise his integrity in favour of
the giver for the award of contracts. These and other examples
helped to consolidate Igbuan's grooming in character.
Quietly but surely, Igbuan Okaisabor is making his
upbringing in character and experience count in his sphere of
influence. His brood of young professionals in the
construction business are not only applying the tools of the
trade but they are imbibing the object lessons of a life of
integrity under him.
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MARIAM ABEDO
Retired Banker
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MARIAM ABEDO

Hajia Mariam Abedo, born in Okene, Kogi State Nigeria, is
a retired banker whose father died when she was only 7 years
old in 1972. Mournful and forlorn as things looked for her at
that age, she recalls the strict Islamic upbringing which her
mother, whom she describes as coming from a home of devout
Moslems, gave her. You were in trouble if you were not able to
recite the Surah, she says.
Mariam was later to lead a life of exemplary conduct in her
work as a banker and always made a point of telling young
bankers that there is nobility in shunning greed and avarice.
According to Mariam, anyone who decided to join those they
cannot beat is denying themselves the opportunity of knowing
the grace from being oneself and living a life of rewarding
uniqueness.
“Don't steal. Don't follow men,” Hajia Mariam says in
sober and practically bemused remembrance as she mentioned
those injunctions from her mother which helped shape her
behaviour in early life. She says you dared not miss prayer in
those days because you went out to play, and it was better for
you not to permit your ears to hear any evil communication
since the feeling of culpability would start from there!
It was really a strict upbringing for Hajia Mariam. Also, in
the extended family setting which she grew up in, respect for
Mariam Abedo
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elders was paramount and there was clear joy in sharing. Hajia
Mariam's mother tried all she could to give the best training to
her children but her request to Mariam to get married as soon
as she could, resulted in Mariam slipping away from home to
Zaria where she enrolled in a secondary school.
Life through school was hard and Mariam recalls that it got
so bad that when other students traveled for Easter holidays at
a stage, she stayed back since there was no money for
transport. Rather than go crawl the streets to be noticed by men
with amorous intentions, she stayed back alone in the hostel
and fed herself on akamu (corn meal) abandoned by one of her
well-to-do colleagues who had gone on holidays.
“My mother told me that no matter what, don't go and
collect money from a man because you will incur the wrath of
God,” she said way into an interview and further supported the
position from the teachings she took away from Islamiya.
The mom's belief was that anything a man says to a woman
who sleeps with him for money, would come to pass in the
woman's life. Mariam obeyed her mother for the better part of
her life as a pretty young woman. She eventually took the
OND and got into Union Bank as a clerical officer. At the peak
of her career as earlier mentioned, she became Group Head,
Kogi/Benue and later coach, North central and Northwest.
Hajia Mariam received what could be referred to as positive
reinforcement at the bank where they were reminded that the
first treasure in life is integrity. She thanks her Islamiya
training for helping her cope later in life with the bank's
demand for integrity.
Hajia is frank to a fault. She says when she sees women
who smoke or drink, she wonders the kind of tutelage they give
to their children and is alarmed that such children could pick
up their mother's bad habits!
She advises young persons to strive to cultivate integrity
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which she says, brings respect to the individual. She is further
of the firm belief that patience and hard work return dividends
to whoever practises them. Hajia Mariam contends that if she
who started off as a bank clerk could eventually become one of
the best rated coaches in the industry, anyone who perseveres
would make it. She says integrity is about being honest and
having strong moral principles besides being truthful.
Hajia looks every inch a happy woman in retirement. One
could only wish her fair winds as she sails through a welldeserved rest.

Mariam Abedo
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ABUBAKAR MOHAMMED BABANGIDA

Abubakar Mohammed Babangida was born in Bauchi
state, Nigeria but had Islamic education in Maiduguri in the
country's Northeast. He doesn't speak much English but his
passion for education led him into establishing an Islamic
school in the Plateau state capital, Jos. He is happy that Islamic
scholars contributed to the personality he is identified with
today. The man's story is simply awe-striking. The fact that he
could not speak English was a near deterrence to asking for an
interview with him. But with the history of the school he
established pulling inevitable attention to him, the resolute
educationist and Islamic scholar took a trip down memory lane
and admitted he had encountered many situations that
challenged his integrity.
The school he established in the Plateau state capital, Jos
has been burnt down four times. He recalls the support from the
Emir of Kano in renovating the school and says when the
money came, a lot of people insisted that they share it among
themselves. Abubakar stood his ground to do what was right.
'The school was burnt down again and again', he says, but his
conviction and sense of mission about raising boys and girls
with good morals always supplied energy to rebuild it.
Malam Abubakar is a product of Islamiya or early Muslim
education. He says the religious foundation he had from the
Abubakar Mohammed Babangida
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Islamic school right from childhood has helped him a great
deal. Parents who have seen the impact of Abubakar
Babangida's school on their children keep encouraging others
to send their own children there as well! He started off by
teaching them himself, but over time the school was
formalized and inevitably expanded.
Abubakar says sometimes, when issues arise in the
community, they call him to be part of resolving such matters.
He is happy he has gained acceptance by members of the
community and attributes the rate at which the school grew to
the truth and integrity which parents saw in the process of
raising children there.
He says his resolve to help groom children of truth and
integrity arose from the upbringing he had himself. To quote
him; 'Islamiya tutors that I have met over time greatly inspired
me to become who I am today. What they did and how they did
it, birthed a hunger and passion in me to become and do the
same. Thanks to God, everything is going on well and people
place so much value on what I am doing'. He argues that there
are still people of integrity in Nigeria, but that they are hidden
and are not known because they are rarely regarded or taken
note of. But he says such people could be identified by
individuals around them. He appreciates the life of integrity he
lives and attributes the respect he has garnered in the Bukuru
area of Jos to such show of integrity.
Malam Abubakar Babangida believes that if a man
continues in truth, God will one day bring his good deeds to
light, but adds that if a man continues in dishonesty, God will
one day also bring his acts to light. Malam Abubakar is of the
opinion that persons of integrity can be known by how they
handle money or other valuables entrusted in their care.
He says the school shoulders the tuition fees of students
and children who lose their parents. The practice continues till
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the present day. Malam Abubakar sees unwholesomeness in a
situation where a child has to stop school just because of the
death of a parent. He considers giving such a child free
education as an errand he is, so to speak, running for God. In his
concluding statement, Abubakar says ‘When you know the way,
you will keep the right company and won't live a rough life.
Respect elders and those in positions of authority. Anyone who
does these, will have a good life.’ He has firm belief in this and
so far, his life is run along lines he professes.

Abubakar Babangida
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Company Executive
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AYOTOLA JAGUN

The Chief Compliance and Governance Officer of Oando
Plc, Ayotola Jagun is not new to membership of international
bodies. Apart from her personal exposure, her position puts
her in the international limelight and so far, the roles she plays
for her company are ones that border on uncompromising
compliance with due process and transparency. Miss Jagun
does not find it difficult to lead Oando Plc, so to speak, on the
path of business righteousness, thanks partly, to the solid
moral upbringing which she had as a girl. At the workplace,
Miss Jagun found herself needing to drive the anti-corruption
policy for her company. One area this manifested was in her
assistance in planning and moderating the United Nations
Making Global Goals Local Business; Africa 2020 Forum
Anti-Corruption Breakout Session. Miss Jagun believes that
what an individual sows is what they reap and is grateful for
her parents pointing out to her, the place of faith in one's life,
when she was a child. She says though her parents were
periodic church goers, they made sure that their daughter
didn't miss out on attendance of worship at the Baptist Church
where she learnt that faith in God and a resolve to do good
were the panacea to a life of integrity.
As Ayotola Jagun continues to live a life of integrity, she
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also dedicates a good chunk of her time to philanthropy. During
the recent coronavirus pandemic lockdown, she initiated and
led the Oniru feeding programme. That was in 2020. The target
was zero hunger; a project undertaken to bring succour to
vulnerable persons in the midst of the pandemic.
Under the programme, 235 concerned citizens with the
alias, Humans of Oando, came together to fund, feed and
protect communities in crisis.
Miss Jagun was born in London to parents who were in the
British capital as students. Much of the deeply religious life that
she was exposed to early in life resulted from the fact that she
was brought up in a catholic school and mentored by nuns. The
later addition of worship at the Baptist Church only made her
faith in God a more solid stance. She says all these gave her a
good dose of God in her formative years. But the communitytargeted effort of Miss Ayotola Jagun, native of Ijebu-Ode,
Ogun state, Nigeria is just a little expression of her huge
contributions to society. As earlier stated, her portfolio at
Oando puts her in pole position to influence or bring about a
transparent and diligent approach to doing business and that is
one assignment she seems to have got some leverage for from
her days as a young church member.
The father who was partly instrumental to Ayotola's
religious upbringing actually gave her a good taste of what
integrity is all about by once delaying purchase of books for his
daughter so he could have enough money to pay staff salaries.
Ayotola couldn't understand it. That was when the father
explained to her that the workers concerned risked sweat and
blood to keep his business going. They deserved their pay and
everything could be put on hold, including Ayotola's school
fees, to enable the workers get paid. From that point on, Ayotola
picked up a more compelling understanding of integrity and
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found reason to reconnect with the Biblical injunction of being
one's brother's keeper besides the teaching on a labourer
deserving his wages. She says; 'Integrity is not just about not
doing wrong in terms of what is obviously wrong, like not
stealing and not lying. Integrity is also being a person of your
word'.
She takes it to the ultimate by saying that as an individual,
she is daily required to be like the Christian Messiah, Jesus
Christ. She throws up the cliché 'What would Jesus do?' to
define her barometer for guiding her daily behaviour. Ayotola
Jagun was started off in life with the inculcation of faith
teachings which provided the platform for who she is today.
It's so far, so good for Oando's Chief Compliance and
Governance officer, Ayotola Jagun.

Mallam Yabagi Alfa
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FAITH NWADISHI

The Executive Director of the Abuja-based Centre for
Transparency Advocacy, Faith Ossai Nwadishi gives you a
smile as bright as daylight, as you step into her office. Her
mirth seems to swell from a free spirit expressed by a free
mind. But make no mistakes about it, nobody but Jesus Christ
and her know the troubles she has been through. We say Jesus
Christ because that's the Saviour figure her early Christian
upbringing introduced to an infant who's had to battle stormy
seas with her mother alone. Her father died when she was 21!
She has fond memories of the man whom she says apart
from giving her the kind of training you give to those
practising how to tame a storm, further made sure she not only
carried the Bible but did indeed imbibe its teachings as a girl.
Those injunctions at childhood are probably the reason she has
been able to resist sex-for-jobs advances or requests to inflate
figures so that more money would come to her as well as those
she sought jobs from or who wanted her organization to carry
out an assignment.
She drops a very interesting aftermath to her resistance to
corruption. Faith says that every time her organization was
turned away for refusing to play ball, so to speak, they were
usually called back later to do the job. She says there is honour
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in saying 'no' to corruption. Her mother was blunt to the point
that she always imperiled where her next meal would come
from by speaking out boldly against anyone whom she
thought was subverting the truth. Faith took that attitude from
her.
However simple it might sound, Faith remembers that the
typical day in her family opened with prayers. She said her
mother had the practice of finding the Biblical equivalence of
any wrongdoing that happened either within the family or
outside it, in those days. The essence was to put the fear of God
in them and establish the place of responsibility in the life of a
decent individual. These 'lectures from divinity' went a long
way in deciding how she and her siblings regarded the things
of life. Faith does not cringe from any reference to her size and
will tell you that her fighting spirit replicates her physical
frame. She got all that tenacity from a father who though
succumbing to death when Faith was 21, had already groomed
a daughter who could dare a lion in its den. Good for her;
otherwise where would she have garnered the will to train her
younger siblings from?
That Miss Nwadishi could now say 'No' to sexual
exploitation by individuals she seeks jobs from or a demand
for a bribe, is something she attributes to parents who
counseled rectitude and the need for sacrifice where human
pride is exposed to abuse. Faith expresses strong belief that a
job destined to come to her NGO would not go to another
individual or persons, noting that anybody who cannot protect
themselves from abuse all because of the quest for a job, isn't
giving God the glory for creating them.
She has a theory on the benefits of living a life of integrity
which revolves around the freedom of speech, movement and
interaction which she says a decent life bestows on the
individual.
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To demonstrate how strong the family trusted God to lead
them, Faith says her mother kept reminding her that when she
(Faith) was born, her father did not even have the money to pay
for the maternity expenses. That was how she was named Faith!
The wheels might turn slowly sometimes for Faith
Nwadishi and her NGO but they do turn and as far as this
amazon of a woman is concerned, those who trust in God will
surely not go empty-handed.
Faith Nwadishi's faith has seen her through so far. She
remains convinced that the God that made it possible for her to
shun vice and live with integrity isn't ever going to abandon her.

Faith Nwadishi
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Arts Promoter
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DORCAS BENTU
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of
Tapshak Entertainment ltd, Jos, Dorcas Bentu is a lover of arts
and culture. Everywhere you look in her office is a study in
that which is beautiful. She picked up a strong theme of
probity at youth from a family that simply worked at being
totally Christian. The second among five children in the
family, Dorcas Bentu practically grew up in Sunday school. It
formed the foundation of her Christian beliefs. She was
mentored by her literature teacher, a British missionary; a
memory she holds quite dear. Dorcas Bentu is the founder of
the Christmas village, one of Plateau State's cherished events,
with the objective of bringing families together to celebrate
and create lasting memories of the birth of Jesus Christ. Bentu
continues her annual rehash of the birth of Jesus Christ at her
cultural centre. Regarding her inclination towards a decent
self-portrayal, Bentu feels bad anytime anyone suggests to
her that to inflate the budget for whatever she is asking for is
business wisdom.
She is actually responding to early biblical injunctions she
received, one of which was 'Thou shalt not steal'. Inflating
contracts is to Miss Bentu, an act of stealing. She says that
temptations would come from time to time but that anyone
who cares to keep their personality intact should remind
Dorcas Bentu
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themselves that there is no alternative to integrity. When asked
about her perception of integrity, she replied that integrity
does not locate the complete Angel in any individual but that
anyone who had the benefit of sincere religious teachings
from youth would always feel restrained by an inner force
which is the reason bad behaviour gets curtailed in humans.
Her father was a lay reader in the Anglican church and
Dorcas sought salvation in the Christian Messiah, Jesus Christ
when she was in secondary school. She says she has faced lots
of temptation even from her youth. The saving grace has been
the religious morals and values inculcated in her from
childhood.
She particularly recalls a trip back from the United
Kingdom on which she met a rather wealthy man on the plane.
She said divinity intervened through her remembrance of her
Sunday School lessons to stop her from listening to the man's
entreaties for them to spend the night together. This
confession is one which would definitely come in handy to
some ladies of the present age as social vices and immorality
continue their assault on society. Dorcas advises anyone who
believes in decency of character to keep at it. It's a hard road to
travel, she says, but one which you look back on years later
and thank providence for the early access to religious
instruction. There is no real alternative to a life of integrity,
Bentu says.
One of those who endorse her character is film maker,
Steve Akasa who says any attempt by anyone to get Dorcas to
look the other way so that figures could grow in otherwise
reasonably-priced contracts would simply put down by a
woman who had gathered resilience from an early life of good
instruction from the Sunday School teacher. Dorcas Bentu
says when anyone gets to the traffic light and it shows red, the
right thing is to stop even though no one is watching. She says
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real integrity is the ability to still do that which is right when no
one else is watching. Anything to the contrary is selfdeception and a disservice to one's early moral and religious
values.

Dorcas Bentu
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